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NLDC Elects to Use
Eminent Domain
By TIM STEVENS
associate news editor
On Monday October 16", the
New London Development Corpora-
tion decided by unanimous vote to
use eminent domain to seize the fi-
nal twenty-two properties in the Fort
Trumbull Municipal Development
Plan.
Chris Riley, a spokesperson for
the NLDC, explains that eminent
domain was an authorized portion of
. the approved plan, but the NLDC
chose onJy to make use of this now
because of time constraints. "Nego-
tiations have been underway with
property owners for quite some time-
in some cases more than a year. We
will continue to negotiate, but we are
running out of time:'
He adds that overall the decision
will make life for New Londoners
better, "New London is the sixth
poorest of Connecticut's 169 towns.
The MDP being implemented will
generate $12.6 in local taxes and
$26.5 million in state taxes every year
and allow for New London to pro-
vide more and improved services for
its citizens for generations to come."
Expectably, not everyone shares
Riley's perspective on the vote.
Stuart Katzenberg '02, of Youth for
Justice, is not going to allow the emi-
nent domain decision to lessen his
commitment to the Fort Trumbull
neighborhood. "Yes, we are still
fighting and we will fight to the end."
He adds that although Fort Trumbull
is the significant issue of the moment,
it is not the only issue involved with
the NLDC's revitalization plans. "The
fight won't end with Fort Trumbull.
We will continue to fight against what
we believe is the gentrification of
New London," said Katzenberg refer-
ring in part to his stance on the Pfizer
Complex that is going up alongside
the Fort Trumbull neighborhood.
Professor Fred Paxton, head of the
Coalition to Save 'Fort Trumbull,
keeps hope of saving Fort Trumbull
alive as well. "We will still ask to
continue to find a compromise."
However, he describes his main role
in the coming weeks as a witness, "to
witness, to teach, to fulfill the de-
mands of the liberal arts tradition."
He also hopes to encourage students
with dissenting opinions from the
college's official support for the
NLDC to speak up. "The stance that
if the governor wants it, if a big cor-
poration wants it, than that is what
the college wants needs to be chal-
lenged."
Trustees' Donations Aid
College Renovations
By ROB KNAKE
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 20, 2000
editor-in-chief
After the hubbub of President
Gaudiani 's resignation died away this
past weekend, the Board of Trustees
settled down to business approving
a host of new visiting faculty posi-
tions, the creation of an additional full
time position as well as approving a
balanced budget for the 2000-2001
academic year.
In addition to the agenda items,
two members of the Board of Trust-
ees announced gifts to complete out-
standing portions of the plex reno-
vations. Anne Warner Johnson '68
and Lyn Gordon Silfen '67 anted-up
to fmish two projects that will bring
the college a step closer to complet-
ing phases one through four of the
renovations. Warner is donating
$13,000 to furnish the upper level
Harris Multipurpose Room while
Silfen has pledged $38,000 to com-
plete the Lambdin Game Room.
As a freshman, Silfen lived in
Lambdin, where she met her first
friend at the college, Trustee Gene
Temple. Silfen, who is chair of the
Buildings and Grounds Committee,
explained that she made the decision
to donate the funds because of
Johnson's example. "When Vice
President of Administration Ulysses
Hammond told us that there were
I· three remaining spaces that neededto be furnished, Anne Warner
Johnson said that she would do one
of them," said Silfen. "I was greatly
inspired by her leadership and I went
back to my room and decided to take
the game room."
Silfen has committed her funds on
the condition that the room be named
for Manager of Capital Projects Steve
George for his work on the renova-
tions of the North Complex. "He has
such passion and such love for the
college and such a good sense of de-
sign and he deserves this honor for
the work that he has done."
For his part, George is very hon-
ored by Silfen's decision: "I've
worked very hard with Lyn Silfen for
many years and I think she has seen
that and wants to see that 1am recog-
nized for that so I am very honored."
The third item, a student lounge
in the upper level of Harris is still in
need of furnishing, with a price tag
of near $40,OOO.Thecollege is look-
ing for donors for that purpose. As to
when phases five and six of the reno-
vations, the Marshall and Hamilton
dormitories, will be commenced,
Vice President Hammond could not
be sure.
"I think as a result of this past
meeting, the trustees are very clear
that we have to finish what we
started," said Hammond who contin-
ued to say that the completion of the
plex was the college's number one
priority for capital projects, ahead of
the library and life science building.
Montemerlo Discusses
Present, Future of SGA
By TIM STEVENS
associate news editor
SGA President Scott
Montemerlo described this year's
SGA members as "the hardest
working assembly I have seen. We
have a great bunch of Senators and
Presidents. Every member has been
working overtime. Unfortunately,
we have been spending way too
much time on one issue;' That is-
sue, the budget, is one that
Montemerlo is anxious to resolve.
Moving beyond the budget is
something that "depends on the in-
formation we get back on Novem-
ber 151 which is when we gave the
administration until. If we get the
information we can sew up the bud-
get issue and move on. Until then,
however, I still think there are
things that the students need to see.
Working with the senior adminis-
trators have been going well, so I
do expect to get that information."
After the resolution of the bud-
get issue, Montemerlo identified
six issues that the SGA will deal
with in the months to come. The
first of these will be to fine tune
the Shared Governance Covenant,
which he hopes to put to a vote in
the beginning of the second semes-
ter and set it into execution.
From there, the SGA plans to
place the Honor Code under the mi-
croscope. To kick this off, the SGA
and the J-Board are planning on
staging a mock J-Board trial. From
there Montemerlo hopes to open
up th~issue to student discussion
and tinally to decide whether or not
a formal honor statement is needed.
In the same vein, the SGA is look-
ing at the Student Bill of Rights,
'hoping to make ~ into a stronger
President Scott Montemerlo (right)
document. The most important as-
pect to the SGA is adding aright to
privacy, which would protect stu-
dents' dorm rooms more thor-
oughly. As it stands now, Campus
Safety can enter and search a dorm
room for any reason. Under a right
to privacy, Campus Safety Would
need to have reasonable suspicion
or a student's permission to enter
and search the premises.
The next issue is Fort Trumbull.
"Several students have approaChed
the SGA and asked if we could take
a stand on it," Scott explained. In
the coming weeks the SGA plans
to hear presentations from the
NLDC and the Coalition to Save
the Fort Trumbull Neighborhood.
SEESGA
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CONNECTtCUT COLt.EGE, NEW LONDON, CT
Federal money to aid NLDC in new construction projects
Together with U.S. Representative Sam Gejendson, New London Mayor Ronald Nossek, and Senator
Christopher Dodd (pictured above right) NLPC President Claire Guadiani announced that the federal
govememnt will provide 3.2 million dollars for a multimodal transportation in downtown New London. Of
this money, 2 million dollars will go to improving the Water Street Parking Garage and upgrading the city's
parade area. The remainder of the money will go to building a new ferry tennina!. (Brown)
J-Board Claims Approach to Marijuana,
Floor Parties is Business as Usual
cal infractions. It should be noted that
despite the posting of these cases, the
staffwriter I-Board has not rescinded on its
The college's Judiciary Board is pledge of confidentiality as it will
one of the most well known institu- omit all names from the po stings.
tions on campus. However, for many, This use of the web will also the
the process that the J-Board uses in added benefit of allowing members
far less evident. In the simplest terms, of the campus community to weigh
it runs in the following manner: first on whether they feel the sanctions go
the Board gets together and reviews too far or not far enough.
anonymous reports of Honor Code "There will be no change in se-
infractions from Campus Safety or verity as compared to last year,"
Housefellows. Second, the Board Daniel DeCecchis explained'!'to the
decides on an appropriate action such Voice when reached for comment.
as the sending of a guilt/not guilt let- However, he did admit that it was the
ter or a referral to Student Life. If the board's intention to shift the focus of
letter is returned guilty, the student sanctions being handed down from a
will be sanctioned, and at this point, purely punitive nature to sanctions
they are no longer anonymous as their that educate the student as well.
prior record must be taken into con- DeCecchis stressed that, "We are not
sideration.lfthe letter is returned not out to get people, we are enforcing
guilty, a hearing is scheduled and the the Honor Code for the benefit of
students' prior sanctions 'will not be everyone:' To achieve this goal sane-
known until they are found guilty. tions will involve such community
This year's J-Board, led by chair service as working with Campus
Daniel DeCecchis '02, will continue Safety in an effort to show students
to act within these basic parameters; how their actions effect others in the
Beyond this however, they have dedi- community.
cated themselves to two goals that In response to queries that this
they hope will clear up some of the year's f-Board has made some policy
mystery of J-Board: communication changes such as the hearing of all
and education. floor party cases and all marijuana
To this end, the J-Board plans to use cases, DeCecchis explained that
maximize the technology available to the J-board hears all cases with some
them to clear up any potential mis- exceptions that are referred to Stu-
understandings or confusion students dent Life. These exceptions include
may have. To begin with, the Board underage drinking, fire code viola-
will post the i-Book on the web as tions,failuretoproduceidentification
well as creating a link on the LBoard and marijuana cases that don't in-
web page, which allows students to elude any other dimensions.
email questions directly to the J- DeCecchis said that this procedure is
board chair. Also on the website, the the same as what was done last year.
board plans to post the cases heard Malt Iversen '00, last year's J-
so as to indicate to students the type "Board chair, echoes this statement,
of sanctions they can expect for typi- "No, that is not really a change from
Campus Community Reacts to Gaudiani's Resignation
By LISETTE PARTE LOW
BYANILGC Chair Daniel De Cecchis '02 was not
as surprised. Said De Cecchis, "I had
heard some 'unofficial' rumors that
if President Gaudiani chose to go on
sabbatical next semester, that would
be a prelude to her resignation." Lt!e
Coffin, Vice President for Enrollment
and Public Affairs! Dean of Admis-
sions, was not hugely surprised either.
"As you know, President Gaudiani's
13-year tenure is twice the national
. average for college presidencies," he
noted. "In that context, her decision
to step down at the end of this aca-
demic year is not really a surprise."
Stuart Katzenberg '02 "had heard
some rumblings" about her would-be
resignation too. Now that the rum-
blings have materialized into reality,
Katzenberg was full of joy. "I am not
fan of our current lame duck Presi-
dent; she and I clearly don't see eye
to eye," he said. "I am happy she is
gone."
However, not everybody spewed
venom at the "lame duck president."
Frances Hoffman, Dean of the Col-
lege, opined, "In my short two
months at the College, I have been
impressed with President Gaudiani's
energy and passion and with the mark
her Presidency has made on this col-
lege." Coffin shared her praise,
"President Gaudiani has been a sig-
nificant change agent on this campus
and her vision has been inspiring. The
institution,~er leadership, has a long
list of impressive accomplishments
associate news editor
As earlier reported by The Col-
lege Voice Connecticut College
Board ofT~stees accepted President
Gaudiani's resignation at their regu-
lar quarterly meeting on Saturday,
October 14, 2000. After a long pe-
riod where the atmosphere was ~-
multuous and tense, marked by fric-
tion between the administration, fac-
ulty and students, her resignation has.
had a calming effect by and large on
the campus community. Thecollege,
for the moment, has shifted Its gears
to pondering the future of the college
and weighing the achievements and
legacy of Gaudiani. .
Gaudiani's decision to resign
came at an unexpected time, though
.some unconfirmed speculations had
been floating around for qune a
while. Connecticut College Stude~t
Govemm,nt Assembly (SGA) Prest-
dent Scott Montemerlo '01, for.one,
was totally astounded by her deCISIOn
to resign, which was made public last
Fnday. He noted "I think her resig-
nation was a sho~kto the entire cam-
pus COmmunity; Having announced
she was going on sabbatical the pre-
VIOUSWeek, Iwas surprised to find
out she Was resigning. I still think
students, faCUlty and staff are tI1:lllg
to absorb this. It is going to take nme
to smk !:t."
Conn JUdiciary Board (J-Board)
last year." He went to elaborate that
the board has always decided on a
case-by-case what to hear, what to
pass along, and what to drop entirely.
"Each case-is an individual situation,
you have to look and consider each
one in that light." DeCecchis ex-
plains that the decision to hear floor
parties has evolved since the start of
the year. The J-Board began the year
by hearing all cases involving both
organizers and those in attendance.
. Since then, the J-Board has al-
tered their focus to only organizers.
The participants are now being sent
on to Student Life where the price for
a first offense is a formal letter of
censure. "We already set a prece-
dence by hearing the cases, saying it
was not right to be at a floor party.
With that precedence set we decided
to stop hearing them simply to pre-
vent the board from being inun-
dated."
Inreference to this supposed fluc-
tuated focus on marijuana and floor
parties, Iversen explains that changes
like that have always been the case.
Because J-Board, much like the Su-
preme Court, is not given a set, strict
path to follow there is room for in-
terpretation. This room means that
whereas one board may decide that
marijuana is a critical violation of the
Honor Code, the next may feel that
that is an issue to only be dealt with
as a crime and thus not for the 1-
Board to involve itself with. Regard-
less of the nature of any J-Board,
Iversen expresses confidence in them
and the system, "I support their deci-
sions. Everyone elected is very pro-
fessional and any decision they hand
down has been well thought out"
that have been articulated by Duncan
Dayton." .
Dean of Student Life Catherine
WoodBrooks also acclaimed
Gaudiani's contributions to the col-
lege, "Claire is a dynamic and inno-
vative president who has provided
great leadership to this college. She
and the faculty together have brought
both national and international rec-
ognition to a very high level, and all
of us associated with Connecticut
College are deeply grateful."
Montemerlo was equally appre-
ciative of Gaudiani's achievements,
"President Gaudiani has set a very
strong tone in regards to the growth
of this college and Ithink that it will
carry on in the future. Her influence
on this institution will certainly be
remembered." De Cechis was totally
disappointed to hear the news of her
decision to resign. "President
Gaudiani is an exemplary president,"
he remarked. "1 think this is evident
in the ideas and energy she has
brought to our college."
The J -Board Chair expressed
hope that the college would choose
someone "as outgoing and catalytic
as President Gaudiani" to lead the
college after her exit. He however
feared that a somewhat "conserva-
tive" candidate might fill in
Gaudiani's shoes.
He contemplated, "The direction
of the collegfi will in a large part be
directed by tlTekind of person whom
Conn not
Funding
NLDC
By TIM STEVENS
associate news editor
On Connecticut College's cam-
pus, a rumor has persisted faT. so~e
time involving Conn's financial in-
volvement with the New London
Development Corporation. Sparked
by President Gaudiani 's own involve-
ment with the organization as well as
the school's recent budget adjust"
ments, it has simply refused to die
despite assertions that there was no
such involvement between the col-
lege and the NLDC .
"That is just not true," Jenny
Wronowski, the NLDC's Fiscall
Project Manager explains, "There are
no gifts from Connecticut College:'
She went on to explain that the money
in the NLDC's budget comes from
what she refers to as "public money"
and "private money." Public money
is provided from the federal, state and
city levels to benefit the State Pier
project and the Fort Trumbull Mu-
nicipal Development Plan. The pri-
vate money comes from citizens and
corporations in the area. This money
goes to the NLDC's downtown
projects as well as House New Lon-
don and Employ New London. Em-
ploy New London was the recent re-
cipient of a $750,000 Federal grant.
The NLDC also points out that three
audits, one state, one federal and one
DECD compliance, found no defects
in any of their accounts. Damon
Hemmerdinger describes this as,
"Great, but what we should expect."
No Connecticut College money is
found in either of these accounts.
However, to say that no money
passes between the NLDC and Con-
necticut College is not entirely accu-
rate. There is a constant cycle of re-
imbursement that runs between the
school and the NLDC. If a Connecti-
cut College copier makes copies for
the NLDC, the NLDC reimburses the
school for the paper. Chris Riley, the
Director of Community and Media
Relations for Connecticut College
Downtown, also spends time work-
ing for the NLDC. Thus, the NLDC
reimburses Conn for half of Riley's
paycheck. Although the relative cost
and value of these interactions are
low, it is done to make sure that ab-
solutely no financial wrongdoing is
occurring.
The crux of Connecticut
College's financial involvement with
the NLDC, however, is the Cabrini,
In~.loan. Essentially, there are two
faucets to this situation. The first is a
$1.8 million interest-bearing loan
from the college endowment for the
purchase of the Bacon, Cronin and
Crocker buildings in downtown New
London. Since the loan is interest
bearing, the college stands to earn
back more than it has put into the
buildings' purchase. Ritey is quick to
point out that despite the fact that $1.8
million seems significant on its own,
in the big picture it is hot nearly the
case. "It is just a fraction of the
school's 160 million dollar endow-
ment, less than one percent. 1t is also
very little in reference to our budget."
Damon Hemmerdinger likens the
situation as being similar to a bank
mortgage: "It is the same as some-
one going to Fleet to take out a loan
to buy a house." This includes the
SEE NLDC- CONN F'NANCES
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is selected as the next president of our
college. This school has become con-
servative in many ways. A consen-
sus seems to be developing among
the faculty and administration that
there is a need for a more 'conserva-
tive' president. 1 disagree. One of
the things that sets our college apart
from others is the original programs
which are offered; such as SATA.
With, a more conservative president,
Ican't envision the college enacting
any new and distinct programs. This
kind of complacency concerns me. If
this were to occur, 1 think we could
expect to see a dramatic fall in the
college's national ranking."
Katzenberg had his own notion of
an ideal president. According to his
recommendation, the new choice
should be, first and foremost, an
"open president who is more willing
to work with students, faculty and
staff, at the ground level, not just in
the annals of the bureaucratic maze
known as the 'administration.' " He
added, "Also, Iwould like to see a
president who is honest and fair - a
positive role model; finally, a presi-
dent who is socially just:'
. The SGA chair offered an opti-
misnc remark III this context: "The
school has a tradition of strong lead-
ers and Ithink WIthproper input from
SEE REACTIO'l====:~~-----.:~
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Renovation before Innovation:
.SilfenlJohnson Right Idea
The Connecticut College community owes trustees
Lyn Gordon Silfen '67 and Ann Werner Johnson '68 huge
thanks for their generous gifts. The completion of the
Lambdin game room and the Harris multipurpose room
will add to the quality of life at Connecticut College and
are the start of fulfilling promises that were made to the
student body for several years. The gifts are a sign that
some of the leadership of the Board of Trustees does in-
deed care about the current students at Connecticut Col-
lege right now.
To,? often, this college is caught up in planning and
prepanng for the future without paying enough attention
t? the needs and desires of students who are on campus
nght now. Make no mistake about it, Connecticut Col-
lege students are not feeling good about their college.
What was formerly campus apathy has quickly turned
into true angst this semester.
But .students are not upset about the strength of the
academic program, and they aren't feeling negative about
the colle~e because their professors aren't meeting their
expectations. Students are disgruntled by what appears
to ~e neglect for their nee~s In order to improve the repu-
tation of the college and mvest in the students of future
classes.
It is time for the college to reprioritize and to step
back from and slow the implementation of the new aca-
demic strategic plan in favor of addressing the more press-
ing issue of improving the quality of life for students on
campus. Funded internships, more new majors and cen-
ters and visiting professors are all well and good as ways
to improve the reputation of the college but innovation
should not come at the expense of the basic and funda-
mental.
The college has its priorities out of whack when it
abandons something as basic as renovating dormitories
that are uncomfortable, unattractive and not conducive
to an inhabitable environment. What does it matter if this
college is an academic powerhouse when students living
in the eyesores that are Hamilton and Marshall will not
have adequate heat this winter because the new and old
plex dorms are on the same heating system?
There is more to a college than its future. The leader-
ship of this college continually sends a message that the
college is not good enough as is and that the students
here now need to sacrifice so one day this school will
actually have a reputation of which they are proud. The
trustees and the administration need to focus more on the
students currently at the college and not on improving
the college for potential students. While focusing on the
academic strategic plan may be helpful to the college's
image and is intended to make Conn more attractive to
.perspective students, any influence that it has is off set
when tour guides and overnight hosts can't contain their
displeasure. Silfen and Johnson have the right idea, fo-
cusing on improving the lives of current Conn students
will in the long run help the college as a whole.
Well actually,
I'd been
planning to resign
for at least
.a year tOQ•••
t
LETTERs· TO THE l~J)IrOR................
Fight Police Brutality
. ,
Black Solidarity Day Seeks to
Educate Voters
Black Solidarity Day is on November 6·. Black Soli-
darity Day was initiated in 1969. The purpose behind its
inception was to serve as an annual occasion for the Af-
rican-American community to engage in stocktaking. On
this day the community assesses its political status a~d
discusses socioeconomic issues that are relevant to Its
future.
As part of the day attention is focused on the contri-
butions that individual African-American men and
women have made to American society and on the part
that the community as a. whole has played in the eco-
nomic growth of this nalio.!!.
Despite its wide popularity in the 1970s, Black Soli-
darity Day lost its wide appeal within the African-Ameri-
can community in the 1980s. However by the mid-to-
late 1990s it began to regain Some of the popularity it
had lost. Events such as the Million Man March and the
Two Million Women March played important roles in
this process.
This year Umoja has teamed up with OVCS and the
Holleran Center for Community Action and Public Policy
to organize a forum that will allow Democratic, Green
and Republican Party representatives to articuJate each
party's platform for the November 7th election. The event
will give registered voters within our community the
chance to ask questions and raise concerns regarding the
political platform of each party's presidential candidate.
In the process Umoja hopes to achieve an increased
awareness of Black Solidarity Day within our conunu-
nity and thus encourage registered voters, especially Af-
rican- Americans, to exercise their franchise.
The forum will be held in the Ernst Common Room
in Blaustein on October 23" at 7:00pm. It is open to the
general public and is pending approval as a GE event.
Questions about this event should be directed to Osten
Bernardez at 439-4281.
In the early morning hours of the 3" of Mar.cb, 1991, ,
a police chase in Los Angeles ended to an incident that
would become synonymous WIth police ?rutahty: the. I
beating of a young man named Rodney King by mem- •
bers of the Los Angeles Police Department. An amateur
video televised nationwide, showed King lying on the }
groun'd while three officers kicked him and struck him
repeatedly with their nightsticks. No one who viewed
that beating will ever forget its viciousness. •
In the nine years since the Rodney King incident,
police brutality has become a major national issue. De.',
spite many improvements, police practices are still re-
sulting in tragedy: in New York City, Amadou Diallo, an
unarmed man, was killed in the vestibule of his apart-
ment building after police fired 41 shots at him. Investi-
gation into the corruption and perjury scandal that is tear- ,
ing apart the Los Angeles Police Department has revealed •
a pattern of conceit, disorder and the terrorization of Los
Angeles residents. .
Still, tbere is reason to be optimistic. In light of the }.
recent incidents, activism relating to police brutality has
increased across the country. Hundreds of communities
have formed coalitions to monitor police practices and
ensure that the police treat them justly and fairly.
October 22nd is the National Day of Protest to Stop
Police Brutality. This week, Youth for Justice will be
sponsoring events to raise awareness on this issue. I urge
Conn students to participate, because, as Martin Luther
King said in his Letter from a Birmingham Jail, "injus-
tice anywhere is a threat to justice everywhere."
Eric Warren Severson
Treasurer, Youth for Justice
Brian L.Aoaeh
Public Relations
Umoja
Save the Environment
MORGAN BEASLEY i EARTH HOUSE
A wise character once said "Be means no mater how far down you drill,
careful with thefuture because you will you won't find water. Seventy percent of
have to spend the rest of your life all fresh water is used to irrigate crops, the
there." Smokey the Bear said this in vast majority of which are grains and a
reference to wildfire; I say this in ref- greater half of all grains go to fatten farm
erence an unsustainable society.The car animals. In fact, if Americans dramatically
parked outside, the light left on, meat cut their meat consumption, the United
three meals a day and the profit that is ~ States could produce enough food to feed
now pouring into corporate coffers is the entire world. We take too many show-
picking away at your children's health, ers, wash our clothes too much and pay
happiness and quality of life. Vital re- ~ ~,way too little for water. These conve-
sources are simultaneously being con- ~ niences are unsustainable,like il or not,
sumed and corrupted at exponential 0. Ci IJ., .+ and the time to pay the piper is coming
rates. For example, indoor and outdoor, .. \li ",..'fi, soon.
air pollution ISthe major culprit 10 a 160% lira... 00" Make no mistake about it, the human
nse 10 asthma since 1980, now I in 15Amen - •CUI species faces the subtlest threat it has ever known.
cans are afflicted. In fact, Asthma has overtaken the My generation has never known a threat to their exist-
common cold as the most common cause of school ab- ence. no war, no famine, no epidemic, no. drought, no
sences. revolution and no political upheaval. Yet the ever increas-
Water is a perfect example of a resource being over ing scarcity of re~ources has the potential to bring about
consumed. Clean water is necessary for every biological all these things Environmental destruction is not a threat
function including irrigating the grain to feed tbe cow to that will face us head-on as a world war, famine or great
make that greasy burger. While the earth is 75% water, depression. Itwill blow the ground out from beneath your
only 3% of this is fresh water. We have no more water feet, steal the fertility from the soil and kill the nicest
today than we did 2000 years ago when the human popu- shade tree in your backyard.
lation was 3% of our current numbers. Not only has the In case you were wondering, all the statistics cited in
population exploded, but so has water usage per capita. this article came from the 1999 annual reports of Corpo-
Americans eat more meat then ever, each pound of which rations like Gateway, Pfizer, Wal-Mart, Kellogg, Phillip
requires 400 gallons of water to produce. Across the Morris, Best Foods and Motorola.
board, the water tables of the world are drying up, this
~Al SUBMARINE BASE • GROTON, (J
Stampedes=Hoppln'
Country Dancing
• Rack N' Roll=Sports It
...... SnackBarl
Weekly snack spedalS!
wed. 5( Wings It
$4 pitchers of Bud Light
PLUS! Pool Tables ItTV'S
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OPINION
<Fanning was erased by some student, faculty, or staff
rrnber who chooses to remain anonymous. And, for
lJ second year in a row, our rainbow flag was stolen
fm Cro. These are just the things that I personally wit-
rsed. I know there were more, because there always
llJ
Now, none of this amounts to a hate crime, but for me
itfds up to a very uncomfortable atmosphere. These
anyrnous and spiteful actions are representative of a
peasive attitude on campus that makes me a whole lot
Iethan comfortable. There's a fine-line between think-
i°lts okay to deface a poster, and deciding that maybe
it'une to beat up some people. I'm sure most of you
thi nothing like that could happen on this campus. After
allre're all so aware and so liberal.
leither of those is really true, though. Ifwe were all
so fare then there wouldn't be any of these stupid dis-
Iikeimes that do happen. And as far as our being lib-
era~ive me a break .. Simply not wanting George W. to
be psident does not make you liberal-it merely makes
youne .' Let's face it, in three years, half of you will be
harcore Repnblicans. And that's okay, I'm notjudg-
mg IU, I'm just saying that maybe it's time we all own
up tour true colors.
hybe the committee that overturned the Hate Crimes
bill jesn'j see the-connection between these dislike
crim and actual hate crimes. and maybe you don't ei-
ther.td also bet, however, that anyone who doesn't see
theseonnectlons bas ever spent a significant amount of
time joking over their shoulder, waiting for dislike to
crosae line.
Universal Educationis Unnecessary
BRAD KREIT I LEFT OF MARX
When Dislike Crims Cross the Line
I DEJA YUINGI
Just recently, a bill was overturned in committee
despite being approved in the House and Senate, thai
would have added gender, disability and sexual orienta-
tion to existing Hate Crime legislation.
Hate Crime legislation, in its current manifestation
all.ows for stifferpenalties.when th~ victim's real or per:
ceived race, national ongin, or religious affiliation are
believed to be mitigating factors in the crime.
Now, to me, it only makes Sense to add gender, dis-
.ability and sexnal orientation to this list-they tend to be
• the type of thing that for some reason propel people to-
: 'wards violence. But no, these things were excluded, and
something tells me that it wasn't gender and disability
that those committee members had an issue with.
: But that's not entirely my point. No, I don't under-
stand why, given the rash of gay-related murders, that
sexual orientation would not be included in Hate Crime
·leglslation. What really concerns me, however, is the
, prevalence of dislike crimes on this campus. Every year,
wh,en one group or another does an Awareness Week, a
few-students get up in arms over the fact tbat we're beat-
ing them over the head, and that everyone on this cam-
pus-is already aware, so Just leave them alone. To these
people, I shake my head in disbelief and mild disgust.
- Last week was SOUL's Awareness Week. Now, on
this oh-so-liberal and "aware" campus I witnessed nu-
merous stupid dislike crimes. There were countless post-
ers ripped down in bathrooms and in public places. I
heard one individual remark, while pointing to the chalk
outside of Cro, "What are our parents going to think of
this shit on the ground?" (My response is that they'll
probably think you're not housetrained.) Chalk in front
.Back when my parents were in school, all you needed
for most jobs was a high school diploma, because you
could learn how to repair a car, graduate from high school,
and get a job. For some reason these days, you need to
first graduate from a high school with four years of man-
datory, often dull, science, math - pick the subject. After
that, you then go to a technical college, the kind adver-
tised on television, to get your two-year degree that says
you can fix a carburetor. .
Then, you can forget the math, science and Spanish
that you never liked in the first place and get a job as a
mechanic-s-fixing the cars of all of the really smart, edu-
cated intellectuals who have trouble using their screw-
drivers. And somehow, people with degrees then look
down on you, because you never went to college.
I fail to see how this extra education is a good thing,
but for some reason, the push in America has been to
_make two years of college as universal as two years of
high school. This is built on two dangerous, arrogant
myths. The first is that the only form of intelligence is
book learning, dismissing any other ability as a trade or a
skill. The second is the myth that this intelligence is the
best method for people to become happy.
Unfortunately, the increasing trend these days is to
belittle high school graduates who don't go to college, as
though they were dropping out of something, when per-
haps they are content with jobs as g~deners, D?-echan~cs
and construction workers. A truck driver who likes driv-
ing a h-uck does not need a degree and years of history
cla;;s'es to give him a piece of paper that says he ca~
drive-is needs to be able to drive a really big vehicle
wirhonitttng stuff on the road.
Dot get me wrong, universal availability of educa-
tion is good idea-a goal that we obviously haven't
reacheBut universal education is something completely
differei something completely unnecessary. Rather than
trying educate everyone so that handymen have to suf-
fer thr~h years of philosophy classes that don't inter-
est ther we should work on respecting each person for
the job at he does. We seem to feel that if everyone is
educate everyone will have a brainy, intellectual job,
as thou, everyone wants an intellectual job. We need
univers~espect for anyone who works, not intense pres-
sure forflt person to learn about things that don't inter-
est him.
If I l'e dropped into the middle of a desert with a
construon worker, a gardener and a chef, I can pretty
much gilantee that I'll be the first person to die-re-
gardless] how much philosophy my brain can inter-
pret. Yetpese days, our values dictate to us that I'm
somehocietter, or at least more socially successful than
a construon worker because I like to read rather than
work wijny hands.
I willever be a mechanic, but will always respect
anyone \I) is, for their ability to fix and understand
things th: at best, completely confuse the hell out of
me. And will respect that mechanic even more, if he
had the g.d sense not to waste eighteen months in a
technicafjtool that he doesn't need, SQ that somebody
could wribut on a piece of paper that be could fix a car.
~'TJAY NO'!. ~.
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Goodwin Asks:
"Do these look like PJs?"
To finally settle the question of whether Assistant Dean of Student Life Kristene
Cyr Goodwin did in fact make a "lam Pajama Clad Visit" to dormitories at Home-
coming '99, as alleged in The College Voice, Goodwin doned her outfit and posed
for this photograph, Sorry Dean Goodwin, you can't toss a fleece over your
jammies and get away with it.
LOG ON TO THEDAY.COM TO WIN ONE OF FOUR EXCITING VACATIONS:
gWt lit Cll11£Wt . gru lit Vcue
CIWM0 ik Cawhbemt . Go~lit epafut ·gplWt96
Eve!yday between October 23 and NOVtlmber 12. we'" IXlst It new
trivia qU'MIo, on Tb,oay.com.lf yoo answer corr"'~,yoo'li be
;111"00 1010tile gmM pOl, drawl,g, An~""I rIgIn.a, ... ,,"
81lOlflllr enbY III the drawing, so don't mlS6 a s1f1gk: 081·
-.-
...'
S compl'te rules o.TheDoy.rom.Musl be 18 years of age or older to enrer. ee
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The Rebirth of Hygienic Art
By BEN MORSE
staff writer
~ New London is a city with many
tales of death and of rebirth; the story
of Hygienic Art Inc. is a story of both.
10 a city where dreams of renovation
are often dashed, and where hard
work is not always rewarded. the
Hygienic story is one that New Lon-
don residents can look to and see that
hope is always alive despite what
adversity may come.
The mural-adorned building on
Bank Street in downtown New Lon-
don, that houses Hygienic Art Inc.
may look like it is and always has
been Just an average commercial
building among many, but this is a
building that has been many things
over many years.
In 1844 the building was con-
structed to be the base office and crew
quarters of a whaling company. The
building established a reputation as
the home of a number of "seedy" sea-
faring men. The reputation of the
building remained even after the Hy-
gienic Diner opened in the early
1970's,
Though the diner was commer-
cially successful it tended to attract
many local artists, a group that was
considered just as "seedy" in their day
as the building's initial residents from
over hundred years earlier. Ironically
it was these "seedy" artists that would
end up bringing a new infusion of
culture to the New London scene.
In 1979, a group of the artists who
were regular customers at the Hy-
gienic proposed an idea to the own-
ers of the restaurant: The Hygienic
Art Show. "The original idea was to
, 'protest the stuffiness of art," said
Hygienic Secretary Pam Wiley, "Hy-
, gienic has always been about fight-
ing the idea that you need to have
'prior credentials in order to show
your art."
, , The show was modeled after the
French 19'" century art show "Salon
des Independents," a show created by
'the French art community with simi-
, 'Iar intentions. The initial show was a
success and thus it became an annual
.tradition. On the third Saturday of
January every year for the next six
years, the Hygienic Art Show would
.run, growing in popularity each year
and becoming a well-known part of
New London culture.
In 1985, they came to a bump in
the road, when the Hygienic Diner hit
hard times financially and was forced
to close. For the first time in its his-
tory, the Hygienic Art Show was left
without a home, but this is not where
the story ends.
The artists of the Hygienic Art
Show were undaunted by the loss of
the Hygienic Diner as a location for
the show. The Hygienic Art Show
continued to run in various locations
around New London in the late eight-
ies.
By the mid-nineties, the Hygienic
Art Show had definitively proven that
it would survive with or without the
Hygienic Building itself, but the art
community of New London still
looked upon the old building on Bank
St. with a nostalgic fondness.
The Hygienic building's champi-
ons gained an early and important
foothold from the building's status as
a registered New London Landmark.
With much of the community on their
side, the artists went about creating
their greatest masterpiece: the rebirth
of a building and a tradition.
It was no easy task restoring the
building; as of June 20, 2000 (Hy-
gienic Art Inc.'s last public statement
about their financial situation) the
project had received $250,000 from
the state of Connecticut, $142,000
from the New London community
and sti IIneeded $50,000 to reach their
goal. However, more valuable to
Hygienic during their rebuilding pe-
riods than the donations of money by
the New London community was the
donation of time and manpower.
On January 21St, 2000, after four
years of hard work and struggle, the
Hygienic Gallery reopened on Bank
Street. The underdog artists had over-
come tremendous odds and proven
their detractors wrong.
The Hygienic Gallery's first year
back in operation has been shaky and
unsure at times, but so far can be
safely classified 3S an impressive suc-
cess. Aside from the beautiful down-
stairs gallery (built around the re-
mains of the restaurant; you can still
sit down at the diner's bar if you feel
like taking a load of!), six artists have
studios on the upper floors of the
building and bring in much of the rev-
enue that will keep Hygienic alive in
the future.
Though these six artists (among
them Connecticut College alumna
Jennifer Collins who also serves as
Stiller's Archetypa
*****Meet the Parents (R)
'Running Time: 1hr;48 min
Starring: Ben Stiller, Robert
IJeNiro
Bv IAN ABRAMS
associate a&e editor
,\ If there was any doubt as to Ben
Stiller's merit as film's proud para-
digm of dweeb, There's Something
'About Mary resolved it. There, Stiller
brilliantly endured as an angsty and
.romantically frustrated putz, and was
framed by some of the most relent-
less-and gleefully un-PC-humor to
date in a comedy film.
l Whatev~r your opin!0ns might be
on the mOVIeand/or Stiller's talents,
-one cannot argue' that he is being
typecast [exception: Permanent Mid-
night, the reality-based narrative
about the life of heroin-addled genius
behind Aij]. Placed in the right con-
, ' .text, Stiller's loser characters provide
a perfect straight-man foil for gro-
-tesque, insanely funny situations.
'Which is why Meet The Parents is
less of a movie.
At a glance, the ingredients are
perfect: Stiller as dweeb, Robert De
Niro as undercover CIA agent and
father of Stiller's girlfriend. One can
only rub his palms together in antici-
'pation of the profanity-laden hardass
ose
the gallery's volunteer coordinator)
contribute a good amount of art to the
gallery, Hygienic is still open to any-
body who WIshes to have their art
displayed. "Our current goal is the
same goal we've always had:' said
Wiley, "Finding and nurturing emerg-
ing artists and -at the Same time al-
lowing established artists to try some-
thing new,"
The plan for Hygienic is now to
run ten to twelve shows a year. Up-
coming shows include "OpSail
2000," which will feature the work
of the New London Day photo staff
running October 15th-October 21sl,
"Women's Voices," a showcase of
local female artists running Novem-
ber lO'h-January T", and of course the
21" Annual Hygienic Art Show will
open January 27'" and run until Feb-
ruary 111h•
The Hygienic people are very
much hoping that this year the shows
will be a real community event and
not just end with the gallery. "The
Bank St. area is home to many great
places to appreciate great art and per-
formance," said Wiley, "Maybe after
you check out the show you can go
see a show at Secret Theater and then
grab coffee at Mugz. The area is ripe
with potential."
If there is one thing that people
should know about the men and
women behind Hygienic, it is that
they are not a group to be taken
lightly. Though they have very dif-
ferent artistic backgrounds (Wiley is
an educator and self-described "bud-
ding artist," president Vincent
Scarano is a veteran photographer,
treasurer James Stidfole works at the
Eugene O'Neill Performing Arts
Center and is a visual artist, and board
member Richard Martin is the head
of Hygienic neighbor SecretTheater).
The one thing all the people who
run Hygienic have in common is a
deep commitment to the gallery.
Their grassroots effort to save their
building is one of the more inspira-
tional stories you will ever hear. Hy-
gienic set out to provide the commu-
nity of New London with great art,
but in the end they have also given
them something far more important
than that: hope.
(Hygienic Art Inc.'s website is
located at http://www.hygienic.org.
Their phone number is 443-8001.
They are always looking for volun-
teers and/or artists).
•evai S
hijinks to ensue, no? cat to urinate while seated on the toi-
No. You see, Stiller portrays Gaylord let, to subjecting Greg to a polygraph
Focker, a male nurse. Keep reading test, he is calculating, frosty and fright-
that sentence until you can find at ening. Does his iron will bend to ac-
least three overexploited jokes. Use commodate poor, hard-luck Greg?
your imagination. You'll just have to see. But remember,
Yes, that's right. The movie's this is a PG-13 movie.
most enduring joke lies in its subtle Which sums up the fact that there's
dodging of the R rating by saying nothing about Meet the Parents that
Focker, which as we all know is... wasn't done better before in Stiller's
just a last name. Or so the MPAA other efforts. Perhaps it would not be
believes. Expect to hear "c'rnon, judged so harshly if Stiller wasn't such
FOCKER!" and "hey, nice one, a fine comic actor. But when two rna-
FOCKERi" about 30 times. Maybe jor names in talent light up the mar-
more. quee, I want something special. Not a
As for De Niro, he plays his role cat, catheter jokes and a silly name.
to the hilt as the nightmare Gestapo-
cum-future-in-law. From training his
• 860.245.0017
Coffee Cafe
20% discount wit
this ad. Offer
expires 12/1
46 W. Main St.
Mystic, CT 06355
fine coffees 6' teas) soups 6' salads
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Berlin Wind Qtintet Blends Well
standingi on oboe for this tour.
Each mician demonstrated remark-
able tale by managing to shine in-
dividual while still maintaining
The Berlin Philharmonic Wind unity as) ensemble.
Quintet, joined by Jon Nakamatsu on The isemble impressed the au-
piano, performed at Connecticut Col- dience th their technical skill and
lege on Friday, October 13 as part of precisiors well as the energy of their
the Mostly Music Series. Performing playing Fergus McWilliam, horn,
in front of an almost sold-out crowd and Ni~ Shore, oboe, gave espe-
at the John C. Evans Hall, the Berlin cially rtable performances. The
Wind Quintet was a wonderful accornpimentof Jon Nakamatsuon
evening of music for students, par- piano aled to the harmony and tone
ents, and alumni on the first night of of the acert. In both Mozart's Pi-
Fall Weekend. ana Qatet Eb KY. 452 and Francis
At Friday night's performance, Poulers Sextet for Piano and Wind
the quintet blended well with no in- Quint<Nakarnatsu turned in expres-
strument dominating over the others. sive pformances with luminous
The quintet presented an interesting tones -atblended perfectly with the
and diverse program, opening with a sound' the wind instruments. It was
Mozart piece, Fantasie KY. 549, ar- quite rvious to the audience why he
ranged for winds by Michael Hasel. has bn the recipient of such criti-
Another enjoyable work was Paul cal acaim, with his energetic play-
Taffancl's Quintet for Winds in G- ing th gave the music a command-
Minor, performed with dynamic and ing smd, The two selections that
pure-toned instrumental texture. The featud Nakamatsu were highlights
quintet consists of Michael Hasel on of thrvening.
flute, Walter Seyfarth on clarinet, Fmded in 1988, the Berlin Phil-
Fergus McWilliam on hom, Henning harrrnic Wind Quintet was the first
Trag on bassoon, with Nigel Shore perruemly established wind quin-
Spunky Moik Entertains Conn
tet in the Berlin Philharmonic. The
ensemble has television and radio
broadcasts that are heard throughout
Europe and North America and they
have several critically acclaimed CD
recordings on the BIS label.
On this October 2000 tour of the
United States, pianist Jon Nakamatsu
joins the quintet. Nakamatsu, the
Gold Medalist of the Tenth Van
Cliburn International Piano Compe-
tition in 1997, became a popular hero
in the medium of classical music
when he became the first American
to win the competition since 1981. He
has had extensive recital tours
throughout the United States and
Europe. NPR's Debut Artist of the
Year (1998), he also has three CD
recordings available on the Hanno-
nia Mundi label.
Overall, the Berlin Philharmonic
Wind Quintet presented a delightful
evening of chamber music for all who
attended, classical music fans or not.
The musical selections and their per-
formance by the musicians presented
dynamic shifts of tempo that kept the
audience engaged in the music.
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By NANCY DINSMORE
staff writer
By STACY MCHUGH
staff writer
Renowned performance artist,
Meredith Monk, visited the campus
on Sunday for a performance-discus-
sion in Evans Hall. Monk is a cel-
ebrated singer, dancer, composer,
filmmaker, visual-artist and author.
During her bour and a half pre-
sentation, she covered a broad range
of topics. She began by explaining
her background in music and perfor-
mance art, from her childhood to the
present. She discussed several of her
performance firsts, as well as her
most recent projects. Next, Monk pre-
sented the audience with four of her
self-composed solos, and she con-
cluded with a question and answer
session.
Meredith Monk has been in-
volved in performance production for
the past thirty-five years, but has been
artistically active her entire life. She
grew up in a very musically-oriented
family; her Russian grandfather
opened a conservatory in New York
City to teach music and her mother
was a radio-singer. As a result, Monk
learned to express her talent at a very
young age. Meredith graduated from
Sarah Lawrence College in 1964 with
a dance-music major. In later years,
she would acquire an Honorary Doc-
·tor of Arts degrees from Bard Col-
lege, Juliard and the University of
Art.
Meredith Monk has produced
well over one hundred creative
works, including her famous 1991
opera, ATLAS. She has written books,
produced numerous CD's and films,
and composed a countless number of
musical pieces. She is known
throughout the world as the pioneer
of vocal techniques and the major
creative force in performance art.
Monk tries to express the power
of music through the voice and body,
the voice acting as a multi-facited in-
strument. Her objective, she says, "is
to bringout the colors, textures, char-
acters, images and landscapes in our
voices." During her captivating per-
formance on Sunday she sang sev-
eral songs, each one very unique. She
didn't use any words in the first three
songs, but instead left their interpre-
tation up to the audience. Her point
••••••••••••••••••
• SPRING BREAK 2001! •• •
• CANCUN& •• •• BAHAMS. EAT, •
: DRINK, TRAVEL FOR
: FREE, WANTED
• CAMPUS REPS! Call•• USA SPRING BREAK,•• toll free (877) 460.6077,
:for trip information and
: rates. 25 Continuous
: Years of Student
.• Travel!•·www.usaspringbreakrom: ~ .
\S to open the minds of her listen-
, and to let them take away their
vn meartings. Although she empha-
ted her passion for words several
nes, Monk said that they can often
: ''too pointy" in a performance. She
resn'r want her work to point to a
iecific meaning or interpretation.
Monk has been to Connecticut
lollege to perform several times and
G planning to return several times
\Jroughout the current academic year.
\side from a service here two years
19O, her last big Conn project took
>lace in the mid-seventies. She and
wo members of her company, Katie
Jessinger and Pablo Vela, will be
eturnmg on November 8th and 9th
to begin their latest project. The three
performers will corne in hopes of
being able to turn students on to the
possibilities of their own creativity.
Their objective is to gather a
group of student who 'ViII attend all
of their workshops and who will be
able to put together a small perfor-
mance that incorporates what they
have learned. Monk has taught for
many years and has hopes of passing
on her talents of creativity and spirit
to future generations. She would like
to help people around the world find
themselves though putting music,
bodies, instruments, voices and
movements into a holistic form.
SURVIVE SPRING BREAK 2001 IN
STYLE!
WE HAVE ALL THE HOTTEST
DESTINATIONS / HOTELS!
CAMPUS SALES REPRESENTATIVES
AND STUDENT
ORGANIZATIONS
WANTED! VISIT inter-campus,com OR
CALL 1-800-327-6013 .
THE TRIBE HAS SPOKENl
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.'Machinal Rages Against Indifference
.By JAY STEERE that no One could really become that Girardi Matt '03. While not unkind,
staff writer desperate, it should be noted that she knew what she wanted for her
Machinal was inspired by the real- daughter and did not mind if that
Although it was set in the 1920's life account of Ruth Snyder, the fJISt meant forcing her to do somethiog
• hi I I'll' I woman to be killed by the electric she did not want to do. By JESSE ERDHEIM
», Mac ma S 1 IS re evant to today's chair in New York. However none The play's director, Shannon
:--:society. The protagonist Mrs. Jones of this story could have been believ- Mayers, helped to give the play its<is a young woman who is living a life able had it not been for the excellent degree of professionalism and artis-:-ef "quiet desperation." .
',:': She. is stuck. in a dead-end J'ob castsanlidcrew. tic merit. The set was interesting, as
h db a yJackson '01 played the part it featured a set of moveable screens·-~whic IS supervise y a "man Who of the young Woman who murders onto which different images were
r :'·jflsists that she marry him even her husband. The most powerful projected according to the scene.~'.~though she does not want to. Her 'r Scene of the play belonged to her as Perhaps the reason why this play
f-;I)lother is no comfort in the matter, she battled with her psyche on the was so compelling was because it hit
• : 'telling her daughter that love is not roa.d to insanity. She expanded her so close to home. As Thoreau said,i',:an important factor in getting mar-
~c~ng spectrum by engaging in some "the masses of men live lives of quietr::(ied. After having a baby witb her lDllmate love scenes with Jeffrey desperation," and his sentiment
j <husband, she goes through a period Condeff '01 who played her lover. seems to ring true as we see Mrs.
: :gf madness before finding temporary She also portrayed a very dynamic Jones trapped under the constrictions
t ~....teHef In the arms of a new lover. Ul- ~haracter which was essential in tell- of society and are forced to think
~: :timately though, the stresses of a mg the story of a meek woman driven about our own lives.
(:.neaningless life become too much to an extreme action. Perhaps. the greatest feeling of
f 'and she kills her husband. In the ntidst Marc Belisle '04 played the part uneasiness one has after leaving the
!,:~of questioning at her trial, she con- of her husband George who came off play is that of being totally helpless
fesses and is sentto the electric chair. as not an evil tyrant, but someone against one's partner. As George lay
In tbe "information age" of high- who was oblivious to the signs that in bed silently his wife crept up next
speed access to the rest of the world, his wife was mentally unstable. Nev- to him and ended his life with a bottle
society is increasingly becoming ertheless he was controlling, and to full of pebbles. It begs the unsettling
Ii' colder and more separated. The lack act this out without being angry takes question of what could your boy-
ortrue carmg and affectoin that Mrs. a certain amount of artistry. Another friend or girlfriend thinking about
; ""Jones feels drives her to murder her controlling character was the young right now?
': ··own husband. While one ntight say woman's mother played by Elena
\"Who's This "Belly" Guy Anyway?
. "BY KUSWANTIE PARASAM make you want to say "yuck that is
staff wrirer disgusting and horrible poetry." Nik
writes "poor girl, she's never been
anywhere and so I'm her man of the
world, but if I'm her man of the
world, poor girl." Short poems, like
the previous, are used to show
Gruswitz's sarcastic humor.
In another poem, Nik writes about
pebbles, trying to make others aware
of the simple beauty in nature. He
writes, "pebbles in a stream Iwant to
be, round and happy smoothed and
carved by water." Nik uses everyday
experiences to remind the audience
that every moment is an experience
that we must remember, even if it is
observing a girl's navel at the shore
in "Her Bellybutton," to buying an
ice cream cone from a young girl in
"Summer is a Memory."
In one poem Nik writes, 'The dog
lies on the floor in front of my chair
where I sit with my shoes off. He
makes sure to touch his nose to my
foot and leave it there, like you made
sure to put your hand on the car seat
where it would touch my leg. You
weren't coming on to me or being a
tease. It wasn't that you just weren't
sure what you wanted. You just
wanted not to be alone."
· At Mugz cafe, Nik "The Belly"
,.Gruswitz attracted a crowd with his
, poetry, music, stories and belly. As
the audience sipped on their hot
· chocolate and coffee and played
, board games, Nikread his poems and
observed his audience's behavior and
, reaction. He saw that he had captured
· their attention and knew that they
were dying to find out why he was
· called "the belly," but he used the
· audience anxiousness to continue
reading his poems.
Nik's poems represent a fresh
poetic voice that is not very tradi-
.tional. Some of his poems are brief
two-line observations that show us
uniqueness in an ordinary moment,
while others are extended poetry that
capture the complicated relationship
· between families, friends and lovers.
Nik's poetry attempts to make his
audience aware of the simple things
in life that are taken for granted. He
tries to restore newness in the things
within us and around us that we fail
to notice.
Some of his poems incite smiles,
others bring laughs, and still others
Nik Gruswitz is a guy who is con-
stantly on the move and has fans
ranging from Maryland to Maine,
New Jersey to Connecticut and
Catskills to Adirondacks. He uses
many strategies to make a lasting
impression on his fans. He uses sto-
ries, Native American flute, washtub
bass, "Girl Talk" and his belly.
Every performance is something
new. He tries to keep his audience
alive through interaction with his
crowd. Members of the audience
could spin the wheel on the Girl Talk
board game and dare Nik to do some-
thing for the price of $1. If he fails to
carry out your dare, he gets to wear a
zit sticker. Or you can get your horo-
scope read in matters concerning
family, career, love and special mo-
ments for dropping $1 in the tip jar.
Regardless of his method of in-
teraction, you will have fun while lis-
tening to Nik's poems. If you want
to find out why Nik Gruswitz is called
"The Belly"; you will have to wait
patiently until he comes back to New
London to discover that fact. I can
assure you that Iwas not very im-
pressed, but it was a hysterical way
to end his wonderful evening of po-
etry.
Listen Up For Music Website Listen.com
By NORA MIRICK
Attention music and Napster fa-
natics alike, there is now another
place to download your favorite
songs! Listen.com is a
new web site that offers
many of the same fea-
tures of the infamous
Napster. Created by self-
proclaimed music fanat-
ics, Listen.com is filled
with downloadable mu-
sic files, MP3's, as well a s
video clips. Within the site, there
are more than 160,000 different art-
ists and 500 different genres.
Although Listen.com doesn't
download songs as fast as other mu-
sic sites, there is more to this web site
than just free songs, namely three
major search areas. The first is under
the heading of Tour Dates, which can
be searched by city, venue or artist
as well as the exact concert date. This
OrangeAlley.com: A Bizarre Music Site
· By MICAH WEISBERG
staff writer
• OrangeAlley.com is the latest en-
· try into the realm of music web SItes
that include Wallofsound.com,
AlternativeAddiction.com and
· CDNow.com.lt has many of the same
· ' features that the average web surfer
,has come to expect from a high qual-
ity music web site, namely an MP3
search engine, audio and vldt:0 c~ps,
music news headlines and artIst bIOS.
The site covers a broad range 0
musical genres from Jazz-Funk to
~'Hip-Hop to AlternatIve Country
Rock. It boasts plenty of current news
articles, reviews, and oplntons as well
as a rather large archived list of artISt
bios and links. However, most all of
the featured acts are lesser known to
the public. .
One interesting perk is a sectIon
.entitled "The Piss." This page fea-
tures a bizarre survey askin~ the 'lues-
tion, "Which Presidential ltcket
would you vote for." At the click of a
mouse visitors can show thelf sup-
port fo~Ralph NaderlWinona Ryder
of the "Green Hollywood Party" or
Motley Crne/Poison from the "It's
not a nostal- gia tour"
Party. The
si te
t a I-
lies the
and posts the
along the side.
The crown jewel of
OrangeAlley.com is its "Style Con-
sole" MP3 search tool. The engine al-
lows a person to search from an ex-
tensive list of musical styles and
genres, or a person can simply type
in a specific artist to begin a search.
The user can tben download, for a
smalJ fee, any MP3 from the list of
results; each song is rated on a scale
of I to 5 by .OA staff. The feature is
perfect for the fan looking to broaden
his or her musical horizons. How-
ever, it probably won't satisfy the
Napster enthusiast looking for the
latest song they heard on
QI05.5FM.
The site does fail to encom-
pass more mainstream groups that
grace the TV and radio airwaves,
This fact may prove frustrating for
some.C>rangeAlley.comissinlilarto
MP3.com in that it primarily caters
to more independent, up-and-coming
acts looking to get their music heard
by a larger audience. So if you are
looking for a way to discover new
music "off the beaten path:' make
sure you bookmark
.OrangeAlley.com.
,
Thinking of Starting a Business?
. . & 'T' tical Planning Consultant with 15years varied small
StrategiC lac . I 860 691. eriences offers free consultation. Call Pau at - -busmess exp. 1851.
Stallone Gets Back Into Action
*****
associate a&e editor
Twenty-four years ago Universal
Pictures released a film entitled
Rocky about a Philadelphian boxer
from the wrong side of the tracks,
who gets a shot at the boxing title.
This then jump-starts Sylvester
Stallone's acting career (if you actu-
ally want to calJ it that), and turning
the otherwise beefy dunce into an
action superstar. Over the next two
decades, Sly would make a variety
of films, ranging from the action-
packed Tango and Cash, to the co-
medic Stop or My Mom Will Shoot,
to the dramatic Copland.
Despite the multitude of genres
that Stallone's movies encompass,
one notable component exists in each
of them: they are all forgettable
pieces of dribble that make the im-
pression that Stallone not only can-
not act, but is obviously mildly illit-
erate if he approved of lending his
name to such appalling scripts.
His new film, Get Carter, is ugly
and excessively mean-spirited, but
the movie possesses a scblocky ap-
peal that makes it regrettably enjoy-
able. Stallone, at his most oily and
leathery, plays Jack Carter, an en-
forcer for the Las Vegas mob, who
returns home to Seattle when his
brother, Richie, unexpectedly dies in
a car accident. While trying to solve
the mystery of what happened to
Richie, Jack runs into numerous
sleazeballs, including computer
tecbnogeek Jeremy Kinnear (Alan
Cumming), computer porn merchant
Cyrus Paice (an equally oily and
leathery Mickey Rourke), and bar
owner Cliff Brumby (Michael
Caine), star of Mike Hodge's 1971
Get Carter.
Ironically, David McKenna, the
talented screenwriter that penned the
exemplary American History X,
wrote the script for Get Carter.
Shocking because Carter is an exer-
cise in total dumbing down, from the
stale one liners that McKenna has
Stallone muttering, such as "this is
going to another level," to the sensi-
tive scenes in which Stallone
mumbles to his niece, Doreen
(Rachel Leigh Cook), that she is "spe-
cial." All of this mess is made more
ludicrous by the ntinute as Stallone
displays no difference in emotion
whether he is smashing a bad guy's
. head or comforting his troubled
niece.
Stephen Kay's stylish direction
provides the necessary amount of
seediness to the backdrops of the
film. However, he focuses too much
on Sly's cut-up face, leading me to
believe that he shows an unparalleled
admiration for Kevin Costner's
Waterworld and The Postman.
Sylvester Stallone carries his
meaty frame through this mess with
great confidence, storming through
room after room, constantly beating
on somebody or something but sur-
prisingly shooting a gun very irregu-
larly. Considering this is the star of
the Rambo series, a lack of gunfire is
a great accomplishment for the film-
makers. However, Stallone's acting
Fri-Thu
in this film is not just bad, it's down-
right atrocious. Drama has never
been the action hero's strong suit and
McKenna's attempts to humanize
Carter fail ntiserably.
Get Carter is a test, and an im-
portant one at that; it seeks to see how
long it can take a Sylvestor Stallone
vehicle to receive repeated airplay on
TNT's "Movies For Guys Who Like
Movies." It is safe to say that sooner
than you would think this television
station should be able to Get Carter.
* One final note, the reader may
be wondering why after panning this
movie in my review l gave it three
stars. To that all I can say is that on
occasion sometimes a movie is so
bad, it's a surprisingly entertaining
experience.
MOVIEllMES------.
Hoyts Waterford 9
The Legend of Drunken
Master [R]
Fri-Thu (1:154:15) 7:00
9:40
Bedazzled [pG-13]
Fri-Thu (1:304:35) 7:05
9:25
Pay It Forward [PG-B]
Fri-Thu (12:453:50)
6:459:35
The Ladies Man [R]
Fri-Thu (1:404:10) 7:30
9:45
Lost Souls [R]
Fri-Thu (1:003:30) 7:20
9:50
The Contender [R]
Fri-Thu (12:503:45)
6:409:30
Meet the Parents [PG-13]
Fri-Thu (1:204:30) 7:15
9:45
Remember the Titans [PG]
Fri- Thu (12:55 4:00)
6:559:35
The Exorcist [R]
Fri,Mon- Thu (12:45
is the most informational and useful In addition, the one major different
part of the entire web site. The sec- between Listen.com and Napster is
staff writer and is a free newsletter Listen.corn that Listen.com only allows down-
provides for its registered members, loads from artists whose copyright
distributed bye-mail, and gives us- holder has granted perntission for
ers more information about their fa- their release. This means that there
vorite artists as well as any new ad- will be no major lawsuit against them
ditions to the Listen.com music da- or shutting down of the site. How-
tabase. The third major area of this ever, it also means that there is a lintit
~
web site is the music search and on what can be downloaded due to
this legal barrier., .. , ',"'s"en.com- List~~lco~~s g:~~i
• 'I .1 for finding useful in-
fin d y 0 Il r m u sic- formation as well as
dow n - music, .however, the
loading section. legal limitations
When searching here, you may slow the process ifnot stop it in some
either choose a genre, a band or a cases. The bottom line is that if you
keyword search for a song. When are a music fanatic and love tons of
your music has been chosen, instead information on your favorite bands,
of just heading straight to dow~load- this is the place for you, but if you
ingit, you are sent to a page WIth the are looking for quick access to free
band's picture, a short biography of music, you ntight want to stick with
the members and their music, and Napster. Overall though, Listen.com
choices of downloads. These may is a useful and informative website.
include both MP3 songs and videos.
~:ST PROFESSIONAL:
laWIB .
USlness Administration
law/Healt:h Administration
MASTER'S:
Business Administration
Health Administration
Teaching
Journalism
E-Media
Advanced Physical Therapy
Biomedical Sciences
Forensic Nursing
Molecular and Cell Biology
Nurse Practitioner
Pathologists' Assistant
P!:lysician AsSistant
3:40) 6:309:20
Sat-Sun (3:40) 6:30
9:20
Digirnon: The Movie [PG)
Sat-Sun (1:30)
Hoyts Groton 6
Bedazzled [PG-B)
Fri.Mon-Thu 7:159:30
Sat-Sun (1:204:20)
7:159:30
The Ladies Man [R]
Fri.Mon-Thu 7:259:35
Sat-Sun (1:504:40)
7:259:35
Lost Souls [R]
Fri.Mon-Thu 7:10 9:40
Sat-Sun (1:404: 15)
7:10 9:40
Remember the Titans [PG)
Pri,Mon- Thu 6:509:20
Sat-Sun (1:104:10)
6:509:20
The Exorcist [R]
Fri,Mon- Thu 6:40
9:25
Sat-Sun (1:004:00)
6:409:25
Bring ItOn [PG-B]
7:009:15
Digirnon: The Movie [PG)
Sat-Sun (I :304:30)
Hoyts Mystic Village 3
Remember the Titans [PGl
Pri (4:00) 6:30
9:20
Sat (1:004:00)
6:309:20
Sun (I :00 4:00)
6:30
Mon-Thu (4:00) 7:00
Dr. T and the Women [R)
Fri (3:45) 6:45
9:25 .
. Sat
6:459:25
Sun
6:45
Mon-Thu
(12:45 ~:45)
(12:453:45)
(3:45) 7:15
Meet the Parents [PG-13]
Fri (4: 15)7 :00
9:30
Sat (1:154:15)
7:009:30
Sun (1:154: 15)
7:00
Mon-Thu (4:15) 7:30
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VEGETARIAN DELIGHTS
Garden Salad Sub
Lettuce, tomato, cucumber, celery, and carrots
Grilled Provolone $4.25
With your choice of mushrooms, onions, or green peppers
Vegetarian Deluxe $4.25
Broccoli, spinach. mushroom, onion, green peppers and tomalDeS
Peppers Special $5.25
Roasted red peppers. spinach, ena portobello mushroom
PEPPERS
PIZZA • PASTA • SALAD • SUBS
"Nothing To Sneeze At"
422 Williams Street
New London, CT 06320
. "
$4.25 $5.65
$5.65
$5.65
$6.95
• .·f
I.H
-» .,
,,
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STEAK SUBS - Grade A Top Round
Plain Steak $4.75
Philly Cheese Steak $5.00
Smothered in onions and yellow cheddar
Peppers Steak $5.50
Loaded with green, hot. sweet and roestoa red peppers
$6.15
$6.50
$6.95
t • WE DELIVER! Add mushrooms, onions or cheese to any steak for .25 !lddilionaJ , ,, ~" I
OTHER HOT SUBS
Meatball Parmigiana
Italian Hot Sausage
Marinated Chicken Breast
Breaded Chicken
Eggplant Parmigiana
Chicken Cacciatore
(860) 437-7200
EVERYDAY SPECIAL
Buy 3 Large' Pizzas
Get a large cheese pizza free
$4.25
$4.25
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$5.25
$5.65
$5.65
$6.95
$695
$6.95
. $7.15
$7.15
$7.15 "I:J'. ,
"I
r 'C r
no
,"
}
, I
I
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ISmothered irJmushrooms, peppers" onions. and tomato sauce
BBO Chicken $5.25
BBO Beef $5.25
SALADS
Garden Salad
Lettuce. tomato, cucumber, celery. and carrots
Chef Salad
\
~
'
<j,". ,.' -~r .
f "
yTurkey. !Jam and american wIth your greens
Antipasto Salad .
Ham, salami, ceootcote. provolone, black ouves. encnovies and
hot peppers Oil a bed of tettuce
Caesar Salad
HOURS:
Sunday - Thursday
11:00' a.m, - 10:00 p.m,
Friday - Saturday
11:00 a.m. - 11:00 .p.m.
:il3.80
$5.95
$5.95
$5.95
Romaine lettuce, croutons with caesar drf3ssillg
Add Marinated Chicken or Tuna to any salad for only $1,99 more'
All salads ate served witll bread and bUttsf.
PIZZA PASTA
1\"
it
OUf pizzas are made with 100% oairy cheese and the finest toppings.
Small 10"
'~;;;;::'~"Cheese ,<:':;",,"!'i'~" $4.95
Regular Toppings \~~~¥' $.75
Premium Toppings "'-I;j."'" $1.25
Large 16"
$8.95
$1.50
$2.25
Your cnoce of Angel Hair; Spaghetti, or Ziti served wrth:
Marinara Sauce
Spicy Pepper auce
Fresh Garlic Sauce
$4.95
$5.50
$5.50
~,..
"' .... 1
, 11fll
'I fj
•It,,.)
"Regular Toppings inc1vde pepperoni. itaFan sausage, meatball, ground beei, ham~ sa'lami,
black olives, mushrooms, jalapeno peppers; green peppers, onion, pineapple, fresh gadic, and
sliced tomato.
Add meatballs or italian sausage
Add eggplant
Add marinated chicken
$1.50
$2.00
$3.00
Premium Toppings tnctuoe -eggplant. becon. leta cheese, spinach. broccoli, anchovy, roeeiea
peppers, dOl)bfe cheese and portabella mushrooms.
All of our pasta dishes are serveo with garlic bread and small sa/ad
20 pc ...$9.95
PIZZA SPECIALS
The WorkS $8.45 $14.95
Pepperoni, sausage, ham, setero). green peppers, onions, mushrooms and e:(tra cheese
JUST FOR STARTERS
Chicken Wings - Buffalo or BBO
Served with celery sticks and bleu cheese dressing
The Veg . $8.45
OJ1ions{ qreen peppers, mushrooms, broccoli, spinach, 'E).ndfresh tomatoes
$14.95
10 pc...$4.95
Spicy Wedge Fries
Bread Slicks
Served with marinara sauce
, n·
Taco Muchacho. $8.45 $14.95
Seasoned beef, While com toatuee, tettuce. tomatoes, olives, onions, served wlsovr cream
30 pc...$13.95
$3.95
$4.70
Garlic Bread
Mape with fresh garlic and oi}
Garlic Bread and cheese
Mozzarella Sticks
Served with Marinara Sauce
COLD SUBS
Regular Italian
.Genoa Salami
Cooked Salami
Virginia Ham
Cappicola- .
Smoked Turkey Breast (98%Lean)
Roast Beef
BLT
Pepperoni
Three Cheese
American, cheddar; and provolone
All of our subs served with your choice of lettuce, tometo. onion, .
qreen, hol or sweet peppers, cheese, salt, pepper, oil. Vinegar, mayo or mustard
Aloha $6.95 $13.95
Pineapple and' ham
It's All Greek To Me $7.95 $14.95
Eggplant and meatball
Pizza Blanca $6.95 $12.95
Ricotta, fresh garlic, olive oit base, herbs, end mozzarella
Cheeburger, Cheeburwer $7.95 $13.95
Ground beef. bacon. and toea« 0 cheese .
Philly Cheese Steak $8.95 $15.55
siee« onions, and ye1/ow cneaaer
Bird's The Word
BBO chicken, fresh garlic & onions $8.95 $.15.55
?
I
CALZONES" $5.75
RicoN8, mozzerens, herbS ar~d pizza seucetnsiae
((Trv?),':~.~~
Create your own special cstzone by selecting your toppings from our pizza toppings.
$2,75
$3.95
$4.95
Small (8")
$4.25
$4.25
$3.95
$4.25
$3.95
$4.75·
$4.75
$4.75
$4.25
$3.50
Large (12")
$5.65
$5:65
$5.25
$5.65
$5.25
$6.15
$6.15
$6.15
$5.65
$4.95
II',,,..
BUY 1LARGE
1 ITEM PIZZA
Get a small'
cheese pizza
FREE ..
CARYOUT SPECIAL
Small cheese
pizza and 200z Pepsi
$3.99
I
DRIVERS
WANTED
Call 437-7200
Ask for
Erick
=•'...· ..;•I,.
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Women's Soccer Falters Against Bowdoin
By ADAM ROGOWIN
Connecticut College's Faculty Bring
Knowledge and Experience
staff writer
After an impressive first half
-agamst New England number one
see~Bowdoin, women's Soccer lost
their edge and turned over the flow
of the game. However, Abigail
.Houghton '04 scored her first goal at
the 31-mmute mark to bring the Cam-
els into the lead, 1-0. The Camels
continued to play well throughout the
first half as starting goaltender and
co-captain Laura Knisely' 02 seemed
to a~ways be it the right position,
making many of her amazing saves
look easy.
The defense struggled at the end
of the first half, having trouble with
communication and bad passing.
Knisley continued to lead well, yell-
ing at her team to communicate and
coming out strong on a one on one
break away attempt. "I am very proud
of our team:' Knisely said. "We have
come very far this year to show that
we are talented 3;od competitive at ,
any level.We dommated the first half,
and I can be nothing but proud of the
team for playing as well as we did."
In the second half, Bowdoin came
on strong and didn't let up until the
end of the game. With 31 :50 left in
the game, a·shot bounced off a few
Conn players and went in. Bowdoin
continued to play very physically and
thereby frustrating Conn, who failed
to presstire the ball quickly enough
and allowed many uncontested shots.
Conn's performance didn't seem
to decline from lack of effort as the
Camels faces showed much determi-
nation mixed with frustration. How- coach Ken Klein choose not to sub-
ever, their efforts just didn't seem to stitute nearly as much as Bowdoin.
. payoff. There was a lot of chasing The sun also affected the Camels in
on defense and one to many touches the second half, making it nearly im-
to turn the ball over on offense. Chris- possible for Knisely to see.
tine Culver '04 did have a second half In the end, Bowdoin defeated the
break away which may have led to a Camels 3-1. Knisely adntits, "The
goal but was whistled dead due to a overall loss was very frustrating, but
questionable handball. Despite the it makes me that much more deter-
Camels apparent exhaustion; head ntined for next year's season, I know
NLDC-Conn Finances
atmosphere most impressed Profes-
sor Lynch. He is also highly im-
pressed by the bright students who
are willing to discuss and attend
classes with lots of inspiration and
adds, "They seem exciting to me. I
had nothing but good impression, in
fact the best thing about my experi-
ence here is the students."
Professor Lynch enjoys Indian
food, beer and pizza. He draws and
used to be a rock-n-roll and blues
band singer. His favorite cartoon
character is Bugs Bunny and he calls
him a philosopher.
published by University Press shortly,
He also works in New York and re-
cently directed and adapted a radio
drama for NPR, called 'Hidden
Dragon,' which is part of a series
called Archeology of Lost Voices.
Professor Knopf believes that the-
ater, film criticism, directing, adapt-
ing, and teaching theater cannot de-
velop without each other. He claims
that theater has a very unique thing
to offer in Liberal Arts education and
adds; "More than any other discipline
I studied, theater demands collabo-
ration and that is the way I teach it.
The most important thing students get
from studying in theater is that they
have to work with people." Knopf
suggests that in the theater study ev-
eryone is interconnected. The people
who act must be in communication
with the people who do the technical
aspects and prepare the show. There
must also be collaboration between
the performers and their support staff
with the audience. He calls this "an
extraordinary constructive thing" and
while directing he hopes to reinforce
these circles with the cast and tech-
nical support Professor Knopf sees
this as important teamwork where
everybody else's interpretation of the
play can be included to the whole
frame.
Professor Knopf finds Conn stu-
dents very intelligent and warm. He
also supports the theater students'
view about their education of theater,
which is having the focus in experi-
ence and learning, rather than train-
ing for the profession and career.
Professor Knopf is an acti ve
sportsman who likes skiing, golf and
tennis. He enjoys eating and choco-
late vanilla cream poptarts is his fa-
vorite food. He considered Philip
Seymour Hoffman and Edward
Norton as promising members of the
new generation of actors.
By TUGBA GURCANLAR
staff writer
Michael P. Lynch
Professor Michael P. Lynch is a
new assistant professor of philosophy
at Conn, specializing in metaphysics,
social and feminist epistemology and
the philosophy of ntind. Born in Illi-
nois, Lynch lived in many areas of
America, as well as in Scotland, be-
. fore landing at SUNY-Albany, where
he earned his B.A., and then to Syra-
cuse University to gain his Ph.D.
Prior to his position at Conn he was
an assistant professor at the Univer-
sity of Mississippi where he was
awarded the Cora L. Graham Out-
standing Teacher of Freshmen Award.
Since receiving his Ph.D. in 1995
he has written one book, Truth in
Context, and is currently editing an-
other, The Nature of Truth: Core
Readings, both with MIT Press.
Professor Lynch uses Socrates as
his teaching model: "Whenever I step
in tbe classroom I say to myself O.K.
maybe I'll figure out this problem
with my students. Teaching process
and philosophy itself are pretty.much
the same if I can teach my students
how to think in a way we are in Phi-
losophy." He continues on, saying he
would prefer to be called 'a dealer in
philosophy,' even though he would
not ntind being called a philosopher.
However, he finds this term preten-
tious, considering all the big names
who receive the honor of being called
a philosopher. Through his courses,
Professor Lynch hopes to see his stu-
dents develop into more critical and
. precise thinkers who can come up
with important philosophical ques-
tions about nature and their surround-
ings, while gaining a perspective that
includes both 'understanding' and
'judgments.'
Conn's location and liberal arts
Robert Knopf
Robert Knopf is the new Associ-
ate Professor of Theater. Raised in
New Jersey, but originally from New
York, he has moved all over the coun-
try. He is the only child of a 'glass
artist' , Richard, and painter/psychia-
trist Florence. He is married to Eliza-
beth Pascal from the Government
Department in Connecticut College,
who teaches Contemporary Russian
Politics and have two children, Ally,
two and a half, and Lara, five months
old.
Professor Knopf earned his B.A.
from Oherlin, J.D. from Duke Uni-
versity School of Law; M.F.A. from
University of Wisconsin-Madison
and Ph.D. from the University of
Michigan-Ann Arbor. Before com-
ing to Conn Professor Knopf was the
Assistant Professor of Theater at the
University of Michigan where he
taught acting, directing, script analy-
sis, and theater history. He also
served as the Coordinator of Gradu-
ate Studies. Professor Knopf's dis-
sertation, From Vaudeville to Surre-
alism: The Theater and Films of
Buster Keaton, has just been pub-
lished by Princeton University Press.
A second co-edited book, Theater of
the Avant-Garde, 1890-1950, will be.
Leading scorer Christine Culver '04 battles a defender. Women's soccer
lost this past Saturday 3-1 in front of the fall weekend crowd. (Brown)
we are going to be a dangerous and
challenging team to play against."
Despite the disappointing loss, the
Camels have to be proud of their ef-
forts and performance against such a
strong team.
Their next game is this Saturday
at 2:30pm on Harkness Green against
NESCAC (New England Small Col-
lege Athletic Conference) rival Bates. Campus Community Reacts to Guadiani's ResignationSGA
continued from page 1
There are also plans in the works for
an open forum addressing New Lon-
don issues with President Gaudiani.
At the conclusion of these, the SGA
will most likely reach a formal stand
on the issue. While the announcement
of a position would be largely sym-
bolic, Montemerlo hopes that it will
spurn people into activism in New
London in' general and in reference
to Fort Trumbull specifically. •
Finally, in cooperation with the
Priorities, planning and Budget Com-
ntittee, the SGA will re-evaluate the
decision to close the Burdick Dinning
Room. A petition passed around dur-
ing the past months to reopen Burdick
for breakfast and lunch garnered
about seven hundred signatures,
which has often proven to gain the
administration's attention.
When asked if the SGA is plan-
ning a similar revitalization to that of
SAC, Montemerlo thought that the
SGA is the ntidst of one of their own.
"We are more focused. Lots of us are
more involved and we are better pre-
pared for the tasks." In closing,
Montemerlo stated that the "lines of
shared governance are working, but
there are still ways to improve it. We
are working with the Senior Admin-
istration to make that ha en,"
continued from page 1 Hoffman informed the SGA meeting
of her "fair assumption" that a stu-
dent representative would be in-
cluded in the Presidential Search
Committee and suggested the assem-
bly to search for a suitable represen-
tative.
When asked to speculate about
the post-Claire era of Conn, she said,
''Transitions are always times of op-
portunity and uncertainty, and I sus-
pect none of us can predict what a
post-Gaudiani era will look like. I'd
bring a sociological perspective to the
question, and point out the enduring
nature of institutional structures and
processes, even as leadership
changes. I have confidence in the
college's strengths - the quality and
commitment of the faculty, staff and.
students - and believe the future of
the college to be very bright. The next
president will be fortunate indeed to
have the opportunity to lead an insti-
tution that combines core commit-
ments to the liberal arts and to learn-
ing and living environments designed
to foster the highest ideals of human
community with a spirit of curricu-
lar and co-curricular adventure, cre-
ativity, and innovation."
Montemerlo's opinion resonated
with her statement, "Connecticut
College will continue to grow as an
institution. We are a very strong in-
stitution and I have faith that we will
remain that way,"
De Cecchis ruled out the prospect
of a decline in ConnColl-New Lon-
don relationship hecause of
Gaudiani's resignation. He opined, "I
think the college will maintain a cer-
tain level of involvement in the New
London community. There are many
ways individuals on campus have,
and will most likely continue to use,
to maintain their relationships with
New London; for example through
the SGA, various internships and
volunteer opportunities at L&M Hos-
pital and OVCS activities."
Katzenberg, on the other hand,
foresaw the relations between the
college and the Whale City improv-
ing in the near future. Said the Conn
junior, "I have already received a
number of calls from New London
residents who are warm about and
accepting of Conn students' presence
as part of the New London commu-
nity. In the past, we were, and to a
degree still are, those rich kids on the
hill. But through Youth For Justice's
and other groups' work with mem-
bers in the Save Fort Trumbull Coa-
lition, and other New London resi-
dents, we have become closer. As we
speak, we are getting closer to the
City of New London."
In the wake of Gaudiani's an-
nouncement of her resignation, the
students, as a whole, wanted to know
more about the cat-and-mouse game
that had been going on between the
president and the faculty for a while.
The College Voice approached ten
members of the faculty but could not
elicit a response from them about the
president's resignation.
The following statement by Eco-
nontics Professor Rolf Jensen seemed
to capture the faculty's cumulative
present-day stance: "I do not feel this
is an appropriate time for me to com-
ment on this."
continued from page 1
right of the school to foreclose on the
loan in the NLDC defaults, a deci-
sion ultimately left up to Paul Maroni.
If such a situation arose, the build-
ings would then become Connecticut
College property and could be sold
by the school. Hemmerdinger sees
only two situations in which the
NLDC could default on the loan: if
they failed to provide Conn with its
yearly financial statements as speci-
fied in the loan contract or if. Cabrini
wenl bankrupt; both of wltich he feels
are unlikely to occur. The loan is short
term and comes up for renewal in the
ntiddle of next year. The expectation
is that the renewal will proceed quite
easily.
The second part of the Cabrini
situation is a one ntillion dollar loan
guarantee. The NLDC received a one
million dollar loan from People's
Bank, which the college has guaran-
teed the NLDC will pay it back. Be-
cause the guarantee is essentially only
a promise at this stage, it removes no
money from the college's endow-
ment. However, if the NLDC defaults
on the loan with People's, it does be-
come the responsibility of the school
to pay it.
Both the NLDC and Connecticut
College refer to this as a common
practice of most colleges to invest the
endowment. Conn already has a port-
folio of stocks and has had them for
years, but this marks the first time
they have invested in real estate.
Many of the colleges throughout the
nation that invest their endowment do
diversify in the same manner by us-
ing both real estate and stocks to ere-
. ate more wealth for the college ..
the students, faculty and staff we will
be able to continue that tradition in
selecting a new president."
Woodbrooks' vision of the transition
period was resonant with that of
Montemerlo, "In the best of all
worlds, we will move forward with-
out missing a beat. A transition pe-
riod between presidents is not a rare
occurrence, We have some faculty
on this campus who have been asso-
ciated with the college under three
separate presidents. Institutions such
as ours are prepared to face the chal-
lenges and the excitement associated
with the search for a new president.
Claire has left an amazing legacy and
a strong foundation on which to
build."
Coffin echoed Wood brooks, "A
change in leadership is healthy and
important for any organization. It's
inappropriate to speculate whether
the post -Claire era will be better or
worse. I know this, Connecticut Col-
lege is a dynamic place. It is deep and
broad and its scope is impressive. The
next president has large shoes to fill.
In my view, we are well-positioned
for continued achievement under our
next president. And, certainly, Profes-
sor Lewis is uniquely prepared to lead
us through our transition period."
He added, "The college is poised
at an important moment as we shift
from President Gaudiani to Acting-
President Lewis at the end of the se-
mester, and I am excited to see what
direction the Presidential Search
COmmittee takes as the college looks
for our new leader," .
On Thursday, October 19, 2000,
Interested in writing for The Voice?
Call x2812
Nancy's Welcomes
all Connecticut College
Students.
We invite you
to visit
Stephen Nichols
for
a N.~ Experience.
• LSAT NOT REQUIRED
• DAY AND EVENING PROGRAMS
• AFFORDABLE TUITION PLANS - 1/2
T1-IEMEDIAN LAW SCHOOL TUITION
IN NEW ENGLAND
• OUR PRACTICAL/THEORETICAL
PROGRAM PREPARES STUDENTS FOR
THE PRACTICE OF LAW AS WELL AS
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Field Hockey Seniors Approach Final Regular Season Game vs. Bates
By ADAM ROGOWIN
staff writer
You can't blame the five gradu-
ating seniors on the field hockey team
for not being familiar with the situa-
tion they are in now. In each of their
first three years on the team, the term
''playoff hunt" didn't carry any mean-
ing with the last game of the season
approaching.
They must get used to this term
fast, as they are currently involved in
the playoff hunt. With one game re-
maining in the season, the Camels are
battling with four other NESCAC
(New England Small College Athletic
Conference) teams for only three
playoff spots.
Regardless of what happens, the
team has put together an excellent
season, their best since the 1996 cam-
paign. The seniors have led this year's
team. This special group has been
playing together and making strong
contributions to the team since the
start of their freshman year.
"We are five different people, and
that is what makes things most inter-
esting," co-captain Heidi Johnson '01
said. "We always had field hockey in
common though. We always got
along from day one," she added.
What started out as a group of
nine eventually trimmed down to the
group of five that lead the Camels
onto the field day in and day out. The
five are: defensemen Johnson, Becky
Gerard and Eliza Durbin; midfielder
Barbie Lovelace; and forward Becky
Nyce. Johnson and Gerard are the
captains. However, according to
Johnson this year, "all five have been
captains."
The five have seen the worst of
times. Prior to their arrival, the team
graduated nine seniors after a year in
which they reached the ECAC semi-
finals. The rebuilding days were
about to begin. The team won six
games their freshmen year. However,
the next two seasons the Camels
posted only four wins each year. Sev-
eral elements led to the troubling per-
formances.
For instance, during their fresh-
man and sophomore years the team
did not play with a trained goaltender.
Instead, they were forced to put play-
ers in net that had no prior experi-
ence. Offensively, the teams had
trouble consistently scoring.
''There always seemed to be an
unfortunate circumstance that held us
down, not allowing us to achieve vic-
tory over the years," Johnson said. "A
lot of the time the scoreboard and our
record didn't truly show our work
ethic and skill."
The younger women on the team
won't have to go through the
rebuilding rut we had to go .
through which is a good feeling."
- CoocaptainHeidi .Johnson'01
Over the years, Nyce has been an
offensive leader. The first few sea-
sons she was the offensive punch of
her class. She has been described by
her teammates as "tough." Often her
hard work in front of the opposing
'team's net has lead to scoring oppor-
tunities.
Durbin, the sweeper on
the team, brings a level of
skill to the field that is
matched by few of her op-
ponents. Her defense is
something that the team has
depended on for four sea-
sons. "It is a very confident
feeling knowing that she is
on defense," Nyce said.
"When you tum around and see her
back their you gain a certain degree
of confidence."
"Intelligent" and "determined"
are two adjectives that best describe
Lovelace's style of play. Her desire
and team skills have left a lasting
impression on those that have played
with her. Last season, with an injury
sidelining the regular starting goalie,
Lovelace donned the pads and played
in goal against Williams.
Johnson made the successful tran-
sition from forward to defense early
in her career here at Conn. The ver-
satility she brings to the game is of-
ten noticed by her teammates. "Heidi
Caption Keith Toohey '01 fends off three Bowdoin defenders during last weekend's home game versus
NESCAC rival Bowdoin. Men's Soccer lost 3-0, dropping their league record to 2-5. (Brown)
Kessler's Korner
Finally, New York, New York
By MATTHEW B. KESSLER·
sports editor
As the saying goes, "Be careful
wbat you wish for. !tjust may come
true someday." Indeed, every New
Yorker's life-long dream, or maybe
life-long fear. has been realized as
the first subway series since 1956
pitting the New York Mets
against the New York Yankees
has officially been set.
What should be a very ex-
citing, entertaining series has
finally arrived in the fall of
2000. I can hear the buzz in
New York all the way up here
in.New London. Pure. unadul-
terated mayhem is sure to fol-
low, beginning this Saturday
night, when the Mets and Yan-
kees meet in the Bronx for
game one of the 2000 World
Series. .
If you thought Hilary Clinton-
Rick Lazio was vicious, just watt
until this series l;ets fired up. More
then just a world championship IS
on the line when the Mets and Yan-
kees do battle in the fall classic. The
overcrowded. hot-tempered, ob-
scenely vulgar section of the United
States, otherwise known as New
York, is set to undergo the biggest
split since Sonny and Cher.
Pride is on the line for each and
every New Yorker, as life-long hu-
miliation is sure to follow the sup-
porters of the losing team. Yankee
fans have held New York bragging
rights for some time now, as the
Bronx Bombers have captured three
of the last four World Series titles,
the Mets having last won one in
1986.
What should outweigh most
baseball fans disgust of seeing both
New York teams in the big dance is
the fact that this series should be
extremely fun to watch considering
libe great dislike thu two teams pos-
sess towards one another. The
Amazin 'shave come up short the past
couple of years and feel this is there
time. The Yanks know oothing less
then another World Series title will
do for their demanding owner,
George what's his name. Add the fact
that Roger Clemens and Mike Piazza
began a personal feud during the sea-
If any New Yorker thinks
he or she can just straddle
the fence and root for New
York, knowing one of the
New York teams is guaran-
teed to win, they are
sorely mistakeno
son after a Clemens fastball struck
Piazza in the head, and yon have the
makings of what should very well be
one of the most hotly contested se-
ries in recent history.
Every player on both teams
knows precisely what's at stake as
this battle is set to begin. New York-
ers buying hot dogs from local ven-
dors will have to check their pro-
cessed meat twice before ingesting it,
knowing that they could be dealing
with a backer of "the other New York
team." If any New Yorker thinks he
or she can just straddle the fence and
root for New York, knowing one of
the New York teams is guaranteed to
win, they are sorely mistaken.
Your either a Yankees fan or a
Mets fan, period. There is no middle
ground. If you thought Jets-Patriots,
Avalanche-Red Wings, Knicks-Bulls,
or even U.S-Russia was fierce, just
wait. All that will be left of the Big
Apple once this series is over will be
the core, and maybe a few seeds.
As an arbitrary Philadelphia base-
ball fan, I will be rooting for the
New York Mets to win the subway
series. The Yankees are simply the
best team money can buy, and I
cannot bring myself to support a
ream with that distinction. The
Mets, to be honest, are not far be-
hind, but I think the Yankees and
their fans have been spoiled
enough. Additionally, there is
nothing better then seeing Mr.
George Steinbrenner swell up
with anger after seeing his
boys lose and not receiving
another diamond ring or key
to the city from Mayor
Guliani, .
The domino effect which
would be sure to occur if the
Yanks are too lose, starting
with the imminent departures
of aging stars such as Paul
O'Neill, David COlle and
Tino Martinez, would be interest-
ing to watch. There is nothing bet-
ter then seeing a rich, powerful,
wannabe dictator take his anger out
on his pawns.
As far as the Mets are con-
cerned, I don't particularly like GM
Steve Phillips or manager Bobby
"the skunk" Valentine, but I would
like to see Norristown, Pa. native
Mike Piazza and New York born
and bred John Franco win a cham-
pionship. With selfish players like
Ricky Henderson and Bobby
Bonilla, the Mets didn't deserve to
win last year. Having rid them-
selves of those two as well as sev-
eral others with excess baggage,
the Mets deserve to win this year.
So who will win? The Yankees
of course. The only thing that could
possibly surprise me more then the
Yankees losing in the world series
to the Mets would be John Rocker
.throwing out the first pitch at Shea
Stadium prior to game three on
Tuesday night. Fat chance.
'"
Fierce Competition in Boston for Cross Country
Spirits High as Women's Volleyball
Defeats Bowdo~pon Fall Weekend·
By MATT DIAPELLA
is the spirit of the team," Nyce said,
"Over the years she has always been
the one keeping people loose and
making sure everyone is having fUD."
Johnson's defensive skills have given
opposing team's forwards problems
for the last four years.
Last but certainly not least is
Gerard, -who has also been a defen-
sive stalwart for four seasons, A com-
plete player, she combines excellent
overall skills with uncanny leadership
ability. Her teammates see her as the
mom of the team because, according
to co-captain Johnson and several
other of her teammates, she is "al-
ways taking care of everybody."
"I will leave this team with a good
feeling. They will be well off,"
Johnson said. "Our class leadership
definitely had something to do with
it. The younger women on the team
won't have to go through the rebuild-
ing rut we had to go through which
. By BONNIE PROKESCH
staff writer
On Friday October 13, the men's
and women's cross country teams left
Conn at 8am for Franklin Park in
Boston to run against many highly
competitive schools, including sev-
eral Division Icolleges such as Yale
and Providence. The day was a little
warm for a race, but the runners were
not worried.
They were prepared to run against
the difficult competition and push
themselves to the limit.
The women placed 17th overall
out of 46 total teams, and fifth out of
the Division IIIschools, finishing just
behind Amherst. While the women
were hoping to beat Amherst in this
meet in order to move up from fifth
to fourth in New England, they were
still satisfied with the result.
As Coach Ned Bisho-,! told his
team at practice last Tuesday, the
women are in a good position because
no. one is expecting Conn to qualify
for nationals. It is better that they are
fifth uow than if they had placed
fourth last week since Amherst would
then be running strong to regain their
raRegardless of the fact that the team
has not yet secured its spot in nation-
als, the top two varsity runners,
staff writer
This weekend the Camel
women's volleyball team hosted a
tournament with three schools from
Maine: Bates, Bowdoin and Colby.
This weekend's matches were espe-
cially big for two reasons. The tour-
nament was here, on Connecticut
College home ground, and it hap-
pened to land on Fall Weekend. Stu-
dents, facuity, family and alumni had
the chance to see the team perform,
and they were not disappointed.
For the first time since 1996, the
Connecticut College women's vol-
leyball team beat a NESCAC (New
England Small College Athletic Con-
ference) opponent. The Camels fell
to both Colby and Bates in three
straight games before defeating
Bowdoin in five games to eam their
second victory of the season.
Bowdoin and Conn were tied at 2-2
after four games bui the Camels fin-
ished them off in an exciting fifth .
game by the score of 15-11.
Since all three matches were
played in one day, the Camels were
going to need some good perfor-
mances from both their starters and
their bench alike. The team needed
players to step it up and stay fresh,
and that's exactly what happened.
Amy O'Donnell '01, a starting hit-
ter, put in a very good performance
both at the net and at the back row.
Hitter Ann Stepanek '01 stepped in
and had a very good game as well.
The whole team played extremely
well and they worked together to put
Bowdoin down and pick up their-sec-
ond home victory.
One thing that helped the team to
perform well was the support that
they received from the crowd.
According to co-captain Jenn
Wilson '01, "Wesleyan, a team that
we have played twice this season, was
also at the tournament. They were
there cheering us on throughout the
whole Bowdoin match, which was
. really cool of them. !t was especially
exciting on Saturday because we had
a lot of former teammates who re-
turned for alumni weekend and they
is a good feeling."
"If I could pick out one difference
between this year and our freshman
year it is that team unity is stronger,"
Nyce added. "I think that the five of
us have been one of the biggest rea-
sons for this change."
The mark that these se-
niors have left is clearly
evident. This season, the
team has managed to defeat
or play close the teams that
gave them problems in the
past. Games against every
NESCAC opponent this
year have had a different
atmosphere. This year, the
Camels have once again
proved that they are a field hockey
contender. At this point in the season,
the Camels have already managed
seven wins, with a chance at their
eighth on Saturday.
The Camels traveled north to
Williams this past Tuesday to playa
team that had only one loss its entire
season. From the beginning Conn
played Williams strong, as neither
team carried any sort of momentum
early on. Midway through the open-
ing half, Williams scored two quick
goals, and lead 2-0 going into the
halftime intermission. The Camels
started the second half on a tear, not
allowing any more Williams pres-
Maura Danahy '03 and Jennifer Steig
'03, both ran times that, had this been
the qualifying course, would have
them individually qualified for na-
tionals. Danahy placed 32nd overall
with a time of 18:45 in the 3.1 mile
race, while Steig placed 55th overall
with a time of 19:03.
These places are extremely high
for such fast times which reveals the
high caliber of runners that were at
Franklin Park. The winning time for
the women's race, run by Yale's
Laura O'Neill, was a swift 17:35. In
the jv race, the women placed 22nd
overall out of 39 teams, and two of
the Conn runners, Katie Sklarsky '03
and Kim Bellavance '03 both beat the
times they ran on this course earlier
in the season, showing definite im-
provement. Due to their strong show-
ing this past Friday, tbe women held
their ranking at 23rd in the nation
from last week and continue to Tank
5th in New England, slight1y behind
Amherst.
Darren Dlugo '02 finished first
for the team with a time of 25:39 for
the approximately five-mile race.
Right behind him was Dave Clayman
'03 with a time of25:51. The two top
runners placed 42nd and 59th over-
all out of 277 total runners.
sure, and adding some of their Own.'
With 22:04 left in regulation time,
Emily Huffman '04 notched her team
leading tenth goal of the season. Witb;
that goal, Huffman became the
NESCAC's current leading Scorer iri
both goals and points. Sarah Lane 04 ,
was credited with the assist. The
game went back and forth, with th
Camels pushing hard, trying to tie th
game. With less than two minute
remaining, Williams sealed the vic
tory, finding the back of the net fo
the third time. This has only been the
second time this season that the Cam'
els have allowed three goals in ,r
single game.
One game remains on the regula
season schedule for the Camels. A
Saturday afternoon home showdown
with Bates rounds things out. A wi
against Bates is very important.
victory will ensure the Camels thei
first trip to the NESCAC playoff
since 1996. A loss will make things
complicated, possibly leaving the
in a tie for the final spot.
"This is what we have playing ou
whole season for," Gerard noted. "All
season we have said we want to make
the NESCAC playoffs; we just have
to play like we have been playing the
whole season and things are going to
click for us in the end."
Just like Danahy and Steig, Dlugo
and Clayman ran fast enough to
qualify for nationals individually had
this course been the qualifying
course.
To highlight the phenomenal
abilities of theThe jv men ran excep-
tionally well, placing 14th overall out
of 27 total teams. In the open race,
Adam Fitzgerald '04 finished first for
Conn and 37th overall with a time of
27:32.
Racing hard against the tough
opponents, the Conn men retained
their ranking of 6th in New England
and are hoping, if they continue rac-
ing strongly, to receive national rec-
ognition in the upcoming week or so.
While the men have this week-
end off to prepare for NESCAC's
(New England Small College Athletic
Conference), the women are racing
in New Hampshire in a meet which
should Jack the fierce competition
they faced at Franklin Park. With re-
laxed weekends both teams should be
mentally and physically prepared 10
succeed, meaning ranking higher
than ever before in New England
(which both teams have already done
this year), and even qualifying for
nationals.
Lisa Barry '01 (left) and Nicole Becker '02 get set to return the ball in
their win against Bowdoin, their first NESCAC win since 1996. (Brown)
carne down to cheer us on." The fan
.turnout at the home games has been
very good this season and it is no
coincidence that their two wins this
year have come on the home ground
of the Connecticut College Athletic
Center.
Spirits are high on the volleyball
team. They hope to carry this win
straight into their next few matches .
The team has five matches over the
next week and the excitement is high
because four of them wilt be played
right here at Conn. The first match
was 'thursday night against Clark, a
match they lost three games to zero.
This Saturday, October 21, the
Camels host the Camel Invitational
at 9am. This Monday at 7pm they
are at St. Joseph's of Hartford. The
team then returns home to face Keene
St. on Wednesday, October 25 at 7pm,
and then the following day against
W.P.!. at 7:30. The team feels that
they can win Some more matches
against their ,!!,coming opponSl'ts
and they arc sute to bring their best
games to every match.
